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It is shown that if T is a dominant operator or an analytic quasi-hyponormal
operator on a complex Hilbert space and if f is a function analytic on a
 .   ..   ..  .  .neighborhood of s T , then s f T s f s T , where s T and s T standw w w
respectively for the spectrum and the Weyl spectrum of T ; moreover, Weyl's
 .theorem holds for f T q F if ``dominant'' is replaced by ``M-hyponormal,'' where
F is any finite rank operator commuting with T. These generalize earlier results for
hyponormal operators. It is also shown that there exist an operator T and a finite
rank operator F commuting with T such that Weyl's theorem holds for T but not
for T q F. This answers negatively a problem raised by K. K. Oberai Illinois J.
.Math. 21, 1977, 84]90 . However, if T is required to be isoloid, then the statement
that Weyl's theorem holds for T will imply it holds for T q F. Q 1998 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let H be a complex Banach space and let B H be the Banach algebra
 .  .  .of all bounded linear operators on H. For T g B H , let s T , r T ,
 .  .p T , and p T denote respectively the spectrum, the resolvent set, the0 00
 .set of eigenvalues of T , and the set of isolated points of s T which are
 .  .  .eigenvalues of finite geometric multiplicity. Let N T and R T respec-
tively denote the null space and the range space of T. T is said to be
 .Fredholm, denoted by T g F, if R T is closed and the dimension of
 .  .N T and the codimension of R T are both finite. The index of a
 .Fredholm operator T , denoted by ind T , is defined by
ind T s dim N T y codim R T . .  .  .
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Let F be the class of Fredholm operators of index 0. The Weyl spectrum0
 .s T of an operator T is defined byw
 4s T s l g C : T y l f F . .w 0
We say that T satisfies the Weyl spectral mapping theorem if for any
 .function f analytic on a neighborhood of s T we have
s f T s f s T . .  . .  .w w
  ..   ..Notice that the one way inclusion s f T : f s T is always true andw w
 w x.the inclusion may be proper see 3; 1, Example 3.3 . We say that Weyl's
 .  .  .  .theorem holds for T if s T s s T _p T , that is, if s T consistsw 00 w
 .precisely of all points in s T except the isolated eigenvalues of finite
multiplicity. We remark that, in the case that H is a Hilbert space, if T is
M-hyponormal or if T is analytic quasi-hyponormal, then Weyl's theorem
w x  . .Uholds for T 4, 5 . Recall that T is M-hyponormal if T y l T y l F
2 .U  . w xM T y l T y l hold for all l g C 8 ; T is analytic quasi-hyponormal,
 .if there exists a function f analytic on a neighborhood of s T such that
 .U  U U .  . w xf T T T y TT f T G 0 5 . Note that hyponormal operators are M-
hyponormal with M s 1 as well as analytic quasi-hyponormal with f s 1.
w xWe also recall 9 that an operator T is dominant if for every l g C, there
 . .U 2 .U  .is a scalar M ) 0 such that T y l T y l F M T y l T y l ; T isl l
 .isoloid if every isolated point in s T is an eigenvalue of T and T is
U ky1 U U . ky1k-quasi-hyponormal if T T T y TT T G 0. It is clear that
the class of hyponormal operators ; the class of M-hyponormal operators
; the class of dominant operators
and
the class of hyponormal operators
; the class of k-quasi-hyponormal operators
; the class of analytic quasi-hyponormal operators.
w xRecently W. Y. Lee and S. H. Lee have proved in 6 that hyponormal
operators satisfy the Weyl spectral mapping theorem, and Weyl's theorem
 .holds for f T if T is hyponormal and f is a function analytic on a
 .neighborhood of s T . So they gave an answer to a problem raised by
w xK. K. Oberai 7 which asks whether or not there exists a hyponormal
operator T so that Weyl's theorem does not hold for T 2.
w xThe following problem was also raised by K. K. Oberai 7 :
Problem. If Weyl's theorem holds for T and if F is a finite rank
operator commuting with T , then does Weyl's theorem hold for T q F?
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In the present paper we consider the Weyl spectral mapping theorem
and Weyl's theorem for dominant operators and analytic quasi-hyponor-
mal operators. We show that if T is dominant or, analytic quasi-hyponor-
.  .mal and if f is a function analytic on a neighborhood of s T , then
  ..   .. s f T s f s T ; furthermore, if T is M-hyponormal or, analyticw w
.  .quasi-hyponormal , then Weyl's theorem holds for f T q F whenever F
is of finite rank and commutes with T. These results generalize the results
w xin 6 for hyponormal operators. We also show by a counterexample that
the answer to Oberai's problem above is ``no'' in general and give some
conditions so that Weyl's theorem holds for T q F if Weyl's theorem holds
for T. One such condition is that T is assumed to be isoloid.
2. WEYL SPECTRAL MAPPING THEOREMS
In this section we always assume that H is a Hilbert space and consider
the Weyl spectral mapping theorem for dominant operators and analytic
quasi-hyponormal operators.
LEMMA 2.1. If S and T are commuting dominant operators, then
S, T g F m ST g F .0 0
Proof. The forward implication is obvious since the product of two
 .  .  .Fredholm opreators is again Fredholm and ind ST s ind S q ind T .
For the backward implication, we first observe that if ST s TS and if ST
is Fredholm, then both S and T are Fredholm. Furthermore, T and S are
 .  .dominant will imply that ind S F 0 and ind T F 0 since for dominant
U .  .operator A, R A y l : R A y l holds for every complex number l.
These facts together yield
ind ST s 0 « ind S s ind T s 0. .  .  .
Hence, ST g F implies S, T g F , completing the proof.0 0
THEOREM 2.2. If T is dominant and if f is analytic on a neighborhood of
 .s T , then
s f T s f s T . .  . .  .w w
Proof. Assume p is any polynomial. Let
p T y l s a T y m . . . T y m . .  .  .1 n
 .It is clear that T y m i s 1, 2, . . . , n are commuting dominant operators.i
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It follows from Lemma 2.1 that
l f s p T m T y m g F for each i s 1, 2, . . . , n . .w i 0
m m f s T for each i s 1, 2, . . . , n .i w
m l f p s T , . .w
which says that
s p T s p s T , .  . .  .w w
that is, the Weyl spectral mapping theorem holds for any polynomial p
w x  w x.   ..and therefore, by 7, Theorem 2 also, see 6 , we have s f T sw
  ..  .f s T for any function f analytic on a neighborhood of s T .w
Now we turn to the case that T is analytic quasi-hyponormal.
A B .LEMMA 2.3. If T s corresponding to the space decomposition H sD C
H [ H with dim H - `, then T g F m A g F .1 2 2 0 0
0 B A 0 .  .Proof. Note that is finite rank. So T g F m g F m A g0 0D C 0 0
F .0
A B .LEMMA 2.4. If T s with C an algebraic operator, then T g F if00 C
 .  .  .and only if A, C g F . Moreo¨er s T s s A j s C .0 w w w
Proof. Suppose that T is in F ; we must check that both A and C are0
in F .0
Case 1. C is invertible. We first prove that the range of A is closed. In
fact, if Ax ª w, then w [ 0 lies in the closure of the range of T which isn
 . closed. So there exist vectors x and y such that w [ 0 s T x [ y s Ax
.q By [ Cy, which implies y s 0 and w s Ax. It is also easy to see that
 .  U .dim N A s dim N A - ` from the facts that
N T s N A [ 0, .  .
N TU s x [ CUy 1BU x : x g N AU . .  . 4
Hence A g F .0
 .Case 2. 0 g s C . Since C is algebraic, that is, there is a nonzero
 .  .polynomial p such that p C s 0, s C is a finite set and C s C [ C0 1
with C a nilpotent operator and C an invertible algebraic operator. Say0 1
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C k s 0. So T k has a matrix representation0
Ak D E
k 0 0 0T s .
k 00 0 C1
If T g F then C must act on a finite dimensional subspace and hence0 0
C g F . Now by Case 1 and Lemma 2.3, we have0
Ak Dk kT g F « T g F « g F « A and hence A g F .0 0 0 0 /0 0
Conversely, if both A and C are operators of class F , then there exist0
finite rank operators E and F such that both A q E and C q F are
E 0 .invertible. So T q is invertible and this implies that T g F .00 F
The last assertion is obvious now.
THEOREM 2.5. If T is analytic quasi-hyponormal, then, for any function f
 .analytic on a neighborhood of s T ,
s f T s f s T . .  . .  .w w
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2 we need only to prove that
s p T s p s T .  . .  .w w
holds for any polynomial p. If T is analytic quasi-hyponormal, then T has
 w x.a matrix representation cf. 5
A B U U UT s with A A y AA G BB and C algebraic. /0 C
Note that A is hyponormal, so the Weyl spectral mapping theorem is true
for A. It is also easy to check that the Weyl spectral mapping theorem
holds for algebraic operators. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that
s p T s s p A j s p C .  .  . .  .  .w w w
s p s A j p s C .  . .  .w w
s p s A j s C s p s T . .  .  . .  .w w w
Hence
s p T s p s T , .  . .  .w w
and the proof is finished.
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3. WEYL'S THEOREM
Our first result in this section gives a negative answer to Oberai's
problem mentioned in the Introduction.
THEOREM 3.1. There exists an operator T and a finite rank operator F
commuting with T such that Weyl's theorem holds for T but not for T q F.
Proof. Let T s Q [ I acting on H [ H with Q an injective quasinilpo-
tent operator. It is clear that Weyl's theorem holds for T. Take any finite
 .  2 .  .rank projection P g B H i.e., P s P , and let F s 0 [ yP . Then
TF s FT but Weyl's theorem does not hold for T q F because 0 g
 .  .p T l s T .00 w
The following results give some conditions under which Weyl's theorem
would hold for T q F if it holds for T.
 .THEOREM 3.2. If T g B H is quasinilpotent and if Weyl's theorem holds
 .for T , then for any finite rank operator F g B H commuting with T , Weyl's
theorem holds for T q F.
Proof. The Gelfand theory for commutative Banach algebras yields
that
 4s T q F s s T q s F s 0, l , . . . , l .  .  . 1 k
 .  4  .with l / 0 and l g s F . It is obvious that l , . . . , l : l T q Fi i 1 k 00
 .  .  4  .since s T q F s s T s 0 . It remains to show that 0 f p T q F .w w 00
Because Weyl's theorem holds for T and T is quasinilpotent, either
 .  4  .N T s 0 or N T is of infinite dimension. If T is injective then there is
no finite rank operator commuting with T except F s 0 and, of course,
 .  .  .  .0 f p T q F . Since N T is infinite dimensional, and N A s N T l00
 . <  .  .N F , where A s F , it follows that N T l N F is infinite dimen-N T .
 .sional and hence N T q F is infinite dimensional also. We get again that
 .0 is not in p T q F . Therefore, Weyl's theorem holds for T q F.00
The next theorem is our main result in this section.
 .THEOREM 3.3. Let T g B H . If T is isoloid and if Weyl's theorem holds
 .for T , then, for any finite rank operator F g B H commuting with T , Weyl's
theorem holds for T q F.
 .Proof. R F is finite dimensional and hence closed. Denote by I theF
 .identity on R F . Let S s T q F. It is obvious that
s S s s T s s T _p T . .  .  .  .w w 00
 .Assume that l g r T . Then
y1S y l s T y l I q T y l F . .  .
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Therefore,
y1
l g s S m y1 g s T y l F .  . .
 .y1and it is clear that S y l g F since T y l F is of finite rank. Further-0
more,
y1 y1y1 g s T y l F m y1 g s F T y l I .  . .  .F
y1m det I q F T y l I s 0, . .F F
 .where det A denotes the determinant of matrix A. Let
y1f l s det I q F T y l I . .  . .F F
 .  .f is analytic on r T and there exists a K ) 0 such that f l / 0 if
< <  5 .y1 5 < <l G K note that T y l ª 0 as l ª `, so one may take K so that
1y15  . 5 < < .  .F T y l F whenever l G K . If f l is zero on some component2
 .  .G of r T , then G ; s S . Note that TF s FT implies that the finite
 .dimensional subspace R F is invariant under S and there is a space
S S F F11 12 1 2 .  .  .decomposition H s R F [ M so that S s and F s . Now0 S 0 022
l y S q F yS q F11 1 12 2 .since l y S q F s is invertible, we must have that0 l y S22
l y S q F is invertible and hence, l y S is invertible. It follows that11 1 22
 .l is an isolated point of s S , contrary to the assumption that l g G ;
 .  .s S . Therefore we have proved that the analytic function f l cannot be
 .zero on any component of r T and hence has at most countable many
 4zeros l : k s 1, 2, . . . of which the accumulations can only lie in thek
 .boundary of s T . It turns out that
 4s S s s T l s S j l : k s 1, 2, . . . . .  .  . . k
 .  .  4  .Let p T l s S s a : i s 1, 2, . . . . Suppose that a g r TI . Then00 i i F
a is a removable singularity of f. In this case, a is not a limit of ai i
 .sequence of zeros of f. Suppose that a g s TI . Then f has a pole ati F
a , and again a is not a limit of a sequence of zeros of f. Hence, a is ani i i
 .  .  .  .isolated point of s S . Note that s T s s S j p T . So we havew 00
 4  4s S s s S j a : i s 1, 2, . . . j l : k s 1, 2, . . . , .  .w i k
 .where the a 's and l 's are isolated points of s S . Since S y l g F , wei k k 0
 .  .must have l g p S for every k s 1, 2, . . . . Also, a g p S , i sk 00 i 00
 .1, 2, . . . , since S y a s T y a q F g F . If l g s S is an isolatedi i 0 w
 .  .point in s S , we have to show that l f p S . Let P be the projection00
associated with l and S; it is clear that the range of P is infinite
dimensional, and we have S s S [ S with S and S the restrictions of S1 2 1 2
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on the ranges of P and I y P, respectively. Then T s T [ T and1 2
F s F [ F from the assumption of commutativity. Similar to the argu-1 2
 .ment in Theorem 3.2 one may see that s T is a finite set containing l.1
 .  .  .Also, s T s s S together with l f s S implies that l is not anw 2 w 2 2
 .  .accumulation point of s T . Hence we have proved that l g s T is an2 w
 . Xisolated point in s T , too. Let P be the projection associated with l and
T. Then T s T X [ T X , S s SX [ SX , and F s FX [ FX with respect to the1 2 1 2 1 2
 X.  X .space decomposition H s R P [ R I y P . Now since T is isoloid, one
 X .must have dim N T y l s ` and from the proof of Theorem 3.2,1
 .  .dim N S y l s ` which implies l f p S . So we get00
 4  4p S s a : i s 1, 2, . . . j l : k s 1, 2, . . . .00 i k
and hence
s S s s S _p S , .  .  .w 00
that is, Weyl's theorem holds for T q F, finishing the proof.
Now we consider Weyl's theorem for the functional calculus for opera-
tors. In the sequel we suppose H is a Hilbert space.
 . LEMMA 3.4. If T g B H is M-hyponormal or, analytic quasi-hyponor-
.mal , then T is isoloid.
w xProof. This is Corollary 1.1 in 4 when T is M-hyponormal. Suppose T
w xis analytic quasi-hyponormal. Then, by 5 , T has a matrix representation
A BT s  /0 C
U U U  .with A A y AA G BB and C an algebraic operator. Since s A is
 .  .equal to a subset of s T union a subcollection of the holes in s T and
 .  .  .  .  .since s C is finite, we have s A : s T : s A j s C . Assume that
 .l is an isolated point of s T . Then it is easy to see from the above that
 .  .  .either l is an isolated point of s A or l g s C _s A . If the first case
occurs, then l is an eigenvalue of A as well as of T because A is
 .hyponormal. If the second case occurs, them dim N C y l ) 0. Taking
 .  .  .y1 .any nonzero vector y g N C y l , we have T y l y A y l By [ y
s 0, which says l is again an eigenvalue of T. Hence T is isoloid.
w xThe next result is a generalization of a result in 6 for hyponormal
operators.
 . THEOREM 3.5. If T g B H is M-hyponormal or, analytic quasi-hypo-
.  .normal , then for any function f analytic on a neighborhood of s T , Weyl's
 .theorem holds for f T .
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Proof. If T is M-hyponormal or if T is analytic quasi-hyponormal, then
wT is isoloid by Lemma 3.1 and Weyl's theorem holds for T by 4, Theorem
x w x2.1; 5, Theorem 2.11 . It follows from Theorems 2.2, 2.5, and 6, Lemma
that
s f T _p f T s f s T _p T s f s T s s f T , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .  .00 00 w w
 .Hence Weyl's theorem holds for f T .
LEMMA 3.6. If T is an isoloid operator, then for any function f analytic on
 .  .a neighborhood of s T , f T is isoloid.
 .Proof. Assume that f is analytic on an open neighborhood V of s T
  ..   ..and l is an isolated point of s f T . We need to prove that l g p f T .0
  ..Let U be an open subset of the complex plane such that U l s f T sl l
 4 y1 .  . y1 4.  .l . Let G s f U l s T s f l l s T . Then G is a nonemptyl l l
 .  .  .relative open and closed subset of s T and f z s l for each z in G .l
 .Since G is a relative open subset of s T , each isolated point of G is anl l
 .   ..isolated point of s T . If G contains an isolated point, then l g p f Tl 0
since T is isoloid. If G has an accumulation point, then f ' l on al
  ..connected component of V, which again implies that l g p f T .0
COROLLARY 3.7. If T is M-hyponormal or analytic quasi-hyponormal
 .then, for any function f analytic on a neighborhood of s T and any finite
 .rank operator F commuting with T , Weyl's theorem holds for f T q F.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3, Lemma 3.4,
Theorem 3.5, and Lemma 3.6.
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